Client Services Quick Hits

In Case You Missed the Latest News...
Migration Benefits

Transform Your Organization with MEDITECH 6.1

Launch your organization into the next generation of healthcare technology with MEDITECH 6.1. We’ve designed a path for our MAGIC and Client/Server customers that clearly explains the benefits of making the shift to 6.1.

Check out all the ways 6.1 can take your organization to the next level.
Patient Safety Where It Counts

ORM’s Surgical Counts Enhancement

MEDITECH’s EHR can assist customers in the prevention of retained surgical items (RSIs) via the Surgical Counts enhancement.

Our early adopters provided valuable feedback on their experiences — both highlighting the current benefits & shaping future enhancements.

Read more.
Boost Productivity
With MEDITECH’s 6.1 Surgical Services

Help staff to strengthen efficiency and coordination, opening the doors to safer, more productive operating rooms.

Featured Highlights:
1) Scheduler Desktop
2) HIPAA-Compliant Surgical Trackers
3) Preference Card Management
4) Case Record Documentation
5) Inventory Control
6) Director/Manager Desktop
3 Ways MEDITECH Helps to Keep Your Patients Safe

- Solutions spanning the care continuum
- Resources to support clinicians
- A dedicated Patient Safety Review Board.

Find the need-to-know details here.
Client Services Newsletters

- 27 product-specific newsletters were condensed to 6 thematic offerings
- Refreshed subscription lists
- Visit our homepage to learn more
- ARRA/MU Newsletter debuting June 2016.
New Code Management System

Offers Many Benefits to Customers

New solution — Application Lifecycle Management (ALM):

- Streamlines our development process
- Enables us to deliver changes in an agile manner
- Promotes nimble software delivery
- Allows for code collaboration across modules.

Visit the Customer Service Portal to learn more.
Visit ehr.meditech.com to see how we keep pace with industry trends, and take note of our latest campaigns:

- **Surveillance** (June)
- **Surgical Services** (April)
- **Oncology** (March)
- **Critical Care** (February)